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Beginning Google BloggerApress, 2010

	Are you interested in starting a blog but can’t decide on which service to use? Google’s Blogger offers many advantages over other blog publishing systems, including seamless integration with Google services and web applications.

	

	Beginning Google Blogger is a complete resource on how to create and manage...
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Building Web Applications with SVG (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Create rich interactivity with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)

	
		Dive into SVG—and build striking, interactive visuals for your web applications. Led by three SVG experts, you’ll learn step-by-step how to use SVG techniques for animation, overlays, and dynamic charts and graphs. Then you’ll put it...
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Xara Xtreme 5: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Master the world's fastest drawing program!

Learn the principles of vector drawing as you learn technique, composition, and other art essentials--then apply your skills to creating websites, animations, logos, photographic retouches, and more.  Xara Xtreme 5: The Official Guide shows you how to customize the software, use...
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AutoCAD 2004 and AutoCAD LT 2004: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2003
AutoCAD 2004 and AutoCAD LT 2004: No Experience Required is your      step-by-step introduction to the latest versions of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT, the      industry-leading design and drafting programs used by architects, engineers,      drafters, and design teams worldwide. Inside this perfectly-paced guide are the      clear-cut...
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Flash 8 ActionScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
To create Flash applications that sizzle, you have to learn the code. In this comprehensive guide to the latest version of ActionScript, the object-oriented scripting language for Macromedia Flash, you'll get the detailed instruction and step-by-step tutorials you need to write robust code and create sophisticated interactive animations. Work...
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Blender Compositing and Post ProcessingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn the techniques required to create believable and stunning visuals with Blender Compositor


	About This Book

	
		Explore Blender compositor to create spectacular visuals
	
		Make the most out of Blender's node-based compositing architecture
	
		Step-by-step guide full of...
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Real World Adobe® Photoshop® CS2: Industrial-Strength Production TechniquesPeachpit Press, 2005
Fooling around with Photoshop to create interesting composite artwork is all well and good. But if you rely on Photoshop to meet tough production challenges in a fast-paced professional environment, fooling around won't cut it! You need results, and you need them now: This book delivers! In this copiously illustrated volume, best-selling authors...
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Word Parts Dictionary: Standard and Reverse Listings of Prefixes, Suffixes, and Combining FormsMcFarland, 2000

	This dictionary is based on word parts — those prefixes, suffixes, com¬ bining forms and roots which show up repeatedly to form words — and is meant to be used in conjunction with a standard dictionary and a thesaurus. It can help to retrieve words only dimly remembered, or it can lead to specific new words which otherwise...
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The Book of Revelation (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2008

	Acommon cartoon theme involves a person wearing a sandwich sign or carrying a poster that proclaims, “Repent! The end is near!” What’s implied is that some sudden, violent event is just around the corner and that people need to brace themselves for whatever’s coming. And usually, the end that’s near involves...
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Pragmatic Guide to SassPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
	
		Wel come to the Pragmatic Guide to Sass. Sass (Syntactically
	
		Awes o me Style Sheets) enables you to do amazing things
	
		with your style sheets, helping you describe how HTML is
	
		laid out on a web page. Sass is an alternative way of writing
	
		CSS.
	


	
		“What’s wrong with regular ol’...
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Cascading Style Sheets: Designing for the Web, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of CSS, this is the definitive  reference to CSS 2.1, today's indispensable standard for controlling the  appearance of any Web or XML document. This full-color book doesn't just show  how to use every significant CSS 1 and 2.x feature; it carefully explains the  "why" behind today's most...
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SAS/GRAPH 9.1 Reference, Volumes 1 and 2SAS Institute, 2004
This text provides a detailed introduction to SAS/GRAPH, complete information about each SAS/GRAPH statement and procedure, as well as information about the DATA step graphics interface, complete with example programs.

SAS/GRAPH software extends the power of SAS' data management and analytical tools, giving you the ability to turn data...
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